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<���� ��, �4 ��हO	�� +� ���� ��	� ह% �� �1�/~ 
����R��, �&� 5� �����, �� �� )� !� J�
 �� 
*��� ��� �� ह�	 ���� �ह )��� �� ��-�� ��� ह%? 
5�� 3(���� �7� ����	�), �� �� )� *� ह�	 
*��� ��� ��,�� ���@ ���@ ��� ह��� @x�, �� 
ह�	 �>� ह�? ह% +� ह�� ह� �� )� @x�� ह�	 �� ��� ह4;  

�ह�)�, �ह �� ��/E �� .(� ह% +� �4 ��हO	�� 
��... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): You please concUide. You 
have already taken four minutes. 

SHRI VIJAY J. DARDA: Thank you, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): Thank you, Mr. Darda. So 
kind of you. Shri John F. Fernandes. 

Denial of Visa to Indian Scientists and their 

expulsion by U.S.A. 

SHRI JOHN F. FERNANDES (Goa): 
Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir. My 
submission is regarding post-Pokhran nuclear 
fall-out. Internationally the impact of this fall-
out is more on USA. We have seen in the last 
week or so that one of our scientists. Dr. 
Chidambaram, who wanted to pursue his 
academic mission in the United Nations to 
explain the Indian point of view on the nuclear 
issue vis-a-vis not signing the NPT and 
the;CTBT, was denied a US visa. That country 
has every sovereign right or duty to deny the 
visa to any person. I am not disputing that. I 
am on a different point. The UN Headquarters 
is in New York and the visa to the delegates to 
the UNO is given by the Government of USA. 
So, my request to the Government of India—
our Prime Minister is likely to visit the UNO 
in September this year—is that we have to 
make a request that the UN Headquarters 
should be stationed either in Africa or in Asia. 
Among many other nations India is the only 
country which pays its dues to the United 
Nations unlike the USA,  one of the so-called 

superpowers, one of the powers who is 
policing the whole world. I would request the 
Prime Minister to consider this issue 
seriously. If Dr. Chidambaram is needed by 
the UN mission at New York, he will not be 
permitted. I want this anomaly to be removed. 
The Government of India should take up this 
issue strongly that the UN Headquarters 
should be shifted out of USA and it should be 
stationed in India. 

I think the Government of India and the 
people of India will not object to give them 
one Island in Andaman and Nicobar. We have 
hundreds of them. I hope the Government of 
India will take up this issue very strongly and 
see to it that the developing countries are not 
belittled and no arms are twisted to sign NPT 
and CTBT. Thank you. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: Sir, I want to 
associate myself with this issue. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): I have three more names with 
me on this issue. Let them first speak. Then 
you can associate yourself with this issue. 
Prof. Malhotra. 

D�. ���� �� ��� �xह�$� (�)l��): !��*�Q�J 
�ह�)�, �� 6�D�T� ��ह@ �� ��� !`��� ह% �� 
��)L@� ��ह@ �� ��� �ह$ �)�� ��� +� �@ 
�O.��. W. @���� ��� &� !��� <� ��ह �� 
���2��2 )� �? &�, �4 !��� �O�� ��ह �� �ह�� हO	; 
��U�� �� ��� �4�� �)�� &� ह �ह &� �� 7 
%~����, �� �� <� ��� 5����� �� ��� �� �ह� 
ह4, ���� ���� ��  ��� �ह���� ह% +� �ह @���� 
��� ह% �� 75 )O��� %~����, �� ������� ��  ��� 
���2� �)� ���� �� @�� �� �� �ह� ह%; �ह �� 
5����� �� �%�� ह%, <��� ���� �)� �� =�)� 
���� ���ह�; 5����� �� �ह ���0�ह� � �� � 
�O�� ��ह �� "�%���=�� �� ह%, @��� ���� �� ह% 
��,�� ह��� 5E� �-6�2 ���� ह% <���� ह���� 
%~���� �� ह�	 �� ��� �� �ह� ह4 !��� ����� 
)��� �� *�� )���, �ह 5����� �� �@l�� � T@� 
-24TT0 ह%; ��� �� 5����� �� ��-2 6� T0 ��1� �� 
)�D )� ��� ह%; ह ���-��� �-6�2 5��� �ह�	 
���� �� �ह� ह4, <���  @��O) *� !���  ��& ��� 
�� 5*� ®��2� ��ह@ �� 
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ह�	 �� �� )��, �� ��� �� ��  �� @��� �)�� ह%, 
ह @��� *� )�*D���OE0 &�; ����-��� ��  ��& *� 
!��� �%�� �@��� � )O��� ��ह �� ह%; 5����� �ह 
�� ���0�ह� �� �ह� ह% 7 %~����, �� ������� �� 
�&� 75 %~����, �� ������ ��  ���2� �)�� ���� �� 
+� ��)L@�� ��ह@ �� ��� �ह$ �)�� ���, �4 �ह 
��ह�� हO	 �� ���� �)� ��� �� <��� =�)� ���;  

�� ��� /�� @{��� (���-&��): �4 ������2 
���� ��ह�� हO	; ...('����)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): I am confident that on this 
issue the whole House will associate itself. So 
there is no problem. Shri K.R. Malkani. 

SHRI K.R. MALKANI (Delhi): Sir, some 
of our most leading scientists have been 
refused visas. Many more scientists have now 
been asked to leave America. This can only 
hurt America. In the case of sanctions also 
they discovered that it will probably hurt them 
more than us. Actually, it can be said that we 
are giving them more scientific and 
technological assistance than they are giving 
us. Most of our IIT graduates go to America 
and help their industry and science and 
technology. Our technology Parks are also 
helping them. Not only that, the Y-2K 
problem and the bug about the millennium in 
computers, are being solved by the Indian 
engineers here and also in America. When 
President Clinton congratulated" Shri Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee on becoming P ime Minister, 
he pointed out that they have thousands of 
Indian engineers there who were doing 
excellent work in Silicon Valley. Shri 
Vajpayee told him, "you need them there and 
we also need a lot of them here". Sir, although 
the US establishment is behaving in this funny 
manner, the heart of people of America is 
sound. The American Physical Society, which 
has a membership of 41,000 has condemned 
the action of the Clinton Government in 
refusing    visas    to    Indian    scientists. 

However, the Government at its level has to 
respond to what the US establishment has 
done. It is for the Government to consider 
whether we should retaliate and ask some 
American scientists to go back or refuse visas 
to scientists wanting to visit India. Or, we 
might even consider asking the science and 
technology Attache in the US Embassy to go 
back home. They only understand the 
language of 'tit for tat'. 
 

�� ��;A ��ह (!k� .)�1): !��*�Q�J 
�ह�)�, �� @�� �ह� �? ह%, �4 !��� 5��� �� 
�	@P ���� हO	; ���� @�� �ह ह% �� 5����� �� 
ह���� ��� *����� %~����, �� ������ +� 75 
�� ������� �� @�� ��� �ह� ह4, �ह �� .��� �� 
5U��D_y�� ���1� �� *� !l�घ	� ह%; ����� 
��Uv� � ��  5����� ��
 )�1, �� �� *� ������ 
)O��� )�1, �� ���� ह4, !��� <� .��� �� .R���0E 
�ह$ ���� ���� ह%; �@�� @7� @�� �ह ह% �� 
5������ �� ����U� �O 2����� �1_2���� *� 
�	*�: �ह$ 3��; 5��&� f�� �� b ���� �� �ह�� 
� *��� �� @�� �� �� b ����; !Uह,�� *��� �� �@�� 
@�� ��� ह�� �� .��� �� .��7�� ���� .��	* �� 
)� ह% �� �� ����	� 5����� ह%; *��� ����� �� ���� 
)�z�-� ह% ������ ����� �� � ���� ��� +� 
5������ �� @�� ��� �� ��� .��� �� !���  h��� 
5	��D_y�� ���� ह%, r�-&��	 ह4, �1_2���� ह%; 
5�� <� .��� �� 5������ 5�%
��OE0 ���0 ����� 
*��� ��  �jP �� <��� ��? @7� 5xb� ����E 
)�1 �� @��� ��� �ह$ ह%; ®��2� �ह�	 3�� ��ह�� 
ह4; 5������ ��ह�� ह% �� *��� ��  ��& ���: ��
�� 
.��	* ह�, �� 5xb� ����E @��; ����� �� W� 
�� 5������ ��  !�-��d� �)�1 �	
� �ह�	 �� 3� 
+� !Uह,�� �� ��
���OE0 ����E @���� �� @�� 
�� +� )O��� W� �R��� <� .��� �� �� ���0 ह% 
�ह ���� ��� ह%; �)� <��� ��U)� ���� ह% +� 
<��� �4 5��� �� �L@P ���� हO	; 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): Can we go on record that the 
entire House associates itself with it? Yes. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL (Bihar): Sir, I want to 
say something of some significance on this 
issue and I concur 
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with the sentiments of this House. On this 
issue, I just want to add something of some 
significance. Most of the Members of this 
House are aware that there is a separate U.N. 
Organisation called the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO). It has a Charter and 
one of the points in the Charter of UNESCO is 
that there must be scientific exchanges 
between one country and another. The action 
of the United States is a direct violation of the 
Charter of another U.N. Organisation and I 
want to place this fact on record. Therefore, 
instead of acting in a peurile and childish 
manner and suggesting that there should be Tit 
for Tat, I think that we should act in , a mature 
manner because we are a society with a far 
greater culture. We don't have any respect for 
those who cat in this fashion...{Interruptions) 

�� ���/�� @{���: !Uह,�� �� .-�� ��� &� 
��� ह ��? �%x��� �ह$ ह% ...('����)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK 
SHIRODKAR): He is associating himself 
with it. 

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: Therefore, I suggest 
that the Prime Minister should take it up at the 
international level with Mr. Frederico Mayor, 
who is the Director General of UNESCO, and 
make it an international issue. That is what I 
want to place on record. 

�� p���� =�ह ����! (���-&��): f�� ह��� 
���ह�; �ह�� *� ह��� &�; "� �̀ ��`�� �������" �� 
��? �)��� �ह$ ह%;  

Creation of New States 

     �� ��!�;A D��/ (!k� .)�1): �4 3� �)� �� 
Q��� 3�X/� ���� ��ह�� हO	 �� ��� ��d�, ��  �`� 
�� घ�/E� �k� ��� )� �� �� @�� �ह$ �? @�� ��; 
�@ �@ ���� 3�� ह4, �@ �@ <� .��� �� घ�/E��	 
�� ���� ह4 +� !� J�
 �� ���� �� *���W	 ��  
��& ����7 ���� ���� ह%; �@ ���� �R� ह� 
���� ह4 �� !� ��	�, ��  ��� !� 3(���, ��  ��� 
2���2�� �� ������� �� ���� ह%; 

      �4 !k���	T ��  ����� �� – !k��	�T �ह� �� 
!k��	�� �ह� – �ह�� ��ह�� हO	; 8-10 ��� �� �ह 
��	� !`� &�; !k� .)�1 � �� �*� ��  5	)� �� 
���2� @�� &�; ह���� <� �)� ��  �L����� �)-� 
]� ��� 1	�� �>�1� �� �� �� ����20 �)� ��  
��J ��� &�; !��� �ह .-���� ���� ��� &� �� 
!k���	T �� ��d� @���� ���; <���  @�) !k� 
.)�1 �� 5��L@�� �� ���-��� @�� �0-�L��� �� 
�*� )�, �� .-�� ����� ���� �� !k���	T �� 
��d� @���� ���; ह���� ����<2�T v	 2 ��0��2 ��  
*O��O0 . �� �	
� �� ��� ���� �� *� 3(��� �)�� 
&� �� !k���	T ��d� �� �`� ���� �����; �@ 
ह���� . �� �	
� ����� )>�� �� �ह� &� �� ��P��� 
�� ���*� �� +� )�ह��)O� �� ���*� �� !Uह,�� 
���� �� -�_2 3(��� �)�� &� �� *����� 
���� ��2� �� ����� @��� ह� 90 �)� ��  5	)� ह� 
��d� �� �`� �����; 3� �)� �� @�� ����  ह4 ����� 
��ह-��ह ��  3(��� 5@ *� ��� �ह� ह4 +� 
�k� ��� )� +� !���  ��&0� )�, ��  @�� �� �� 
��*�) !R�U� ह�� ह4 !��� f�� ���O� ह��� ह% �� �� 
3(��� �)�� ��� ह% !��� �OX� ह��� �	* �ह$ ह%; 
�)� ��  @�ह� ��ह �	
� �� �� *� �? 3(��� �)�� 
ह4; �ह�	 �� �� �k� ��� )� ��  � ��� 3� 
<-��6� )��� �� ��@O� ह� �� ह4; ������ �
, �� 
b��� ह% �� ह���� �Z�� ��  *����� ���� ��2� ��  
� ��� <Uह$ �� ��2� �� ����� ���� ��  ���E 
� �� �*� +� ��2� �� 5��� ���� ��60  �ह �ह�� ह% 
�� �ह �� ���� �� *���W	 ��  ��& ����7 
���� �� �ह� ह% <� ����7 �� ���� ���; 3� 
ह-�J�� ���; �4 ��हO	�� �� ��ह �	
� �� <� �)� ��  
��J 3�	 +� �� �� �� �R��� �ह @���	 �� �@ 
�ह � ��� �)� ��  5	)� ��1 ����� +� �@ �� 
�ह ���0�ह� �O�� ह���? ��ह� ह ��_y��� �� ��  ��� 
!� � ��� �� ���� �7���, ��_y��� �6� �� 1��) 
5��@�� �� *����� +� 5��@�� �� ��� ह � ��� 
��� 3���; ���� ��60  �ह �ह�� ह% �� <� �O�� 
.�S�� �� �@ �� �O�� �����; �4 ��ह�� हO	 �� �ह 
�
 -&��� ह��� �� �ह�� <� �)� ��  5	)� �� 
-�_2 3(��� ��ह �	
� �� h��� �)�� ��� ���� 
ह�	 �� ���� �� <� s ¯��� ह� �ह� ह%, ����� 
3S�1 !R�U� ह� �ह� ह% +� ����� �k� ��� )� 
+� !���  ��&0� )� *��� 6% �� �� ��  ह�	 �� 
���� �� @�	2�� �� ���11 �� �ह� ह4; 3� �� 
f�� ���) !k���	T ��  5	)� ह% �ह�	 �� �� 
��.�.��. �%��� ���� �� �j�� �7 �ह� ह%; <�  

 


